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There was less than half the normal production of this flagship
white in 2013. However, the wine conveys the rich character
that is associated with this powerful cuvée. It has density, ripe
structure and a background of toast and honey. The wine
needs to age for several years, drink from 2020.
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This is a beautiful wine, full of ripe yellow fruits, steely acidity
and a juicy character that comes from the apple and apricot
fruit flavors. While there is a firm layer of toast from the
wood aging, the wine is rich, tight and full of acidity. This
structured wine needs many years, so drink from 2020.

This wine is rich and soft with acidity rounded out by ripe melon and apple fruit flavors. The background is more structured,
tense with apple skins and minerality. Packed with acidity at
the end, the wine is crisp, tight and demands aging. Drink
from 2019.

Conveying a sense of richness, this is a smooth and creamy
wine with a tannic structure that emerges out of the ripe apple and pear flavors. Acidity at the end is already well integrated into the crisp texture with its touch of orange zest and
minerality. Drink from 2018.
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Meursault-Blagny
PREMIER CRU

CHATEAU DE BLAGNY
APPELLATION MEURSAULT-BLAGNY CONTRÔLÉE
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MIS EN BOUTEILLE PAR LOUIS LATOUR NÉGOCIANT- ÉLEVEUR

A BEAUNE - CÔTE-D’OR - FR ANCE

PREMIER CRU
APPELLATION MEURSAULT GOUTTE D’OR CONTRÔLÉE

MIS EN BOUTEILLE PAR LOUIS LATOUR NÉGOCIANT- ÉLEVEUR

A BEAUNE - CÔTE-D’OR - FR ANCE
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2013 vintage
This is a delicious wine with fresh fruits that are crisply embedded in balanced acidity, melon and orange zest flavors.
The wine has structure, minerality and a tight texture that contrasts with all this fruitiness. The finish is intense with acidity.
Although the wine could be drunk now, it will be better from
2018.

This structured wine offers rich fruit cut with acidity and a
mineral texture. It is both fruity and strongly mineral. At the
back, hints of wood show through to give richness and a toasty
character. This balanced wine should be drunk from 2018.

While this wine has roundness and a ripe, rich character, it is
also fresh, aromatic and cut with intense acidity. A touch of
honey gives a softer, almost sweeter edge to this otherwise
crisp wine. It is still bringing the fruit and the mineral texture
together, so drink from 2018.

Rich and full in the mouth, this wine has a ripe, yellow fruit
and honeyed character. This contrasts with the fragrant acidity and the steely edge that cuts the ripeness. It’s a wine that
demands aging, so drink from 2018.

